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General Market Overview 
 

Key points 

 

Gold:      Failed Short Term Top Pattern 

Copper: Potential longer term top 

SXPP:    Trending lower still BUT bullish candle short term 

SX6P:    Uptrends intact both absolute and relative. 

               Bullish patterns in single stocks like PNN LN, VIE FP etc. 

U.S. 10’s and 2’s : Yields trending lower still 

SX7E:    Trending lower  

SXAP:    Downtrend intact but bullish Hammer yesterday. 

Crude:    Bullish Hammer and Demark buys signal at key support. 

SXEP:     At Support 

SXIP:      Bullish Candle at 200 day MA 

BTP Future:   Consolidating below resistance and Demark Sell Signal 

SX3P: Potential Top pattern but relative uptrend intact 
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Gold    Failed Short Term Top      Daily Chart 
There’s an old saying in TA circles that ‘there’s nothing more bullish than a failed top pattern’ 
and that may yet prove the case here as Mondays’ break below the 1479 support also took us 
below the neckline of such a top, which suggested more short term downside. However I said at 
the time that I remained bullish longer term (see below) and therefore preferred to be a buyer on 
such a move than short. The break was immediately rejected and Wednesday saw a 
continuation of that rally, so I am still unable to recommend a short with any conviction. 

 
Longer term I still have a target at 1690, based on the bullish Inverse H&S pattern, but the 
shooting Star on this weekly chart around the 1522.65 resistance suggested a pullback. With the 
measured target in mind I would still look to be a buyer once again on a move towards the 
uptrend and 1424.6 would make a good place to be starting to build a position in small size. 
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Copper (HG1)     Potential Top Longer Term   Weekly Chart 

 
Copper continues to trade around its blue 200 week Moving Average but still needs a clean 
break of the neckline before a H&S top pattern is confirmed on this weekly chart. 
 
I said last week that the recent rally from the lows rally was not preceded by any clearly bullish 
candle so I still didn’t see an obvious reason to be a buyer and would still look to be short on a 
break below the neckline. The pattern would have a measured target at 175.1 should it be 
confirmed. 

 
Short term I pointed out that the blended Candle Shooting Star on 16th September suggested a 
move lower and that has so far proved the case. As on the weekly chart though a break below 
the neckline is still required before a longer term top is in place and I said that Tuesdays’ 
Hammer should be used as a trigger to take some short term profit on shorts until that occurs. 
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SXPP still needs to break below the neckline before a H&S top is confirmed on this weekly chart but 

has sold off from its downtrend as expected following the Dark Cloud Cover candle there a couple of 

weeks ago. 

Short term I suggested a short following the bearish Inside Day candle on 16th, which came at a 

resistance area around the 61.8% Fib retracement level and 200 day MA, and the sector resumed its 

move lower from there as expected. I suggested adding to that short following the break below a 

short term channel, which left a bearish Flag, but yesterdays’ Hammer suggests a relief rally from 

here so I’d reduce shorts on todays’ open. 
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On a relative basis I said in recent notes that the rally from the lows was nearing the neckline of a 

bearish H&S top pattern, from where I expected the move lower to resume towards the measured 

target, and last week saw what I expected to be the beginning of that move. 

GLEN LN I still have a longer term target at 135.5, based on the H&S pattern which was confirmed 

on the break below its neckline on this weekly chart. 
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The GLEN LN daily chart shows the stock rallying back to the neckline of the huge top pattern on the 

weekly and I suggested opening a short following the bearish Inside Day candle of 16th September. 

That worked nicely as the move lower resumed from there as expected but I took some profit 

following last weeks’ Hammer. Wednesdays’ move lower has since left a bearish Flag which 

suggested further downside from here so I see no obvious reason to be a buyer here. 

 

RIO LN left a rather rare Island Reversal on its weekly chart as it gapped lower back in August and 

that pattern suggested a pullback towards the support area at 3675. 
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As with SXPP though the rally off the 3933 support into yesterdays’ close left a bullish Hammer which 

I’d use as a trigger to take some profit on shorts here. 

 

SX6P I recommended as a long following the bullish Hammer around the uptrend and support on 

September 10th. That continues to work as expected but I suggested taking a little profit a week ago 

note the small Shooting Star in the previous session. There was however no reason to be short and 

Wednesdays’ close near the session high allowed for further upside towards the 347.15 resistance. 

In that day’s note I pointed that the Demark sell signal suggested a pullback and used that as a 

trigger to reduce further. I’d now look to be a buyer once again on a further move lower towards the 

uptrend. 
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Longer term this weekly chart is trying to break above the 342.48 neckline of a potential bullish 

reversal pattern, which has taken 11 years to form! The measured target would be at 450 should the 

pattern be confirmed but a weekly close above the level is still required and such a move has so far 

been rejected this week. 

Similar on a relative basis where there is a clear uptrend intact, which coincides with the 200 day MA, 

and the sector reversed higher from there. Note that last weeks’ break above the yellow line also left 

a short term bullish continuation pattern, which backed up the longer term H&S pattern confirmed on 

the recent break above its own neckline. 
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VIE FP I still have a longer term target at 39.25, based on the bullish reversal pattern on this 

WEEKLY chart, and expected upward momentum to pick up on a break above short term resistance 

at 22.98. That occurred last week but not really by a large enough margin to be sure and I would 

therefore wait before adding in this time frame. 

A2A IM is nearing the 1.6955 neckline of a large bullish continuation pattern here and I’d look to be 

long on a clean break. 
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ENGI FP still needs a weekly closing break above the neckline of a potential bullish reversal pattern 

on this weekly chart and I’d look to be long in this time frame if that occurs, as the measured target 

would be at 19.15 if the pattern is confirmed. 

PNN LN I still like as a long here following last week’s closing break above the neckline of a bullish 

reversal pattern. 
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U.S. 2yr    Uptrend Firmly Intact    Daily Chart 

I recommend a long following the bullish Inside Day candle on 16th, as that suggested a pullback in 

yields from the downtrend.  

That candle was followed by a Demark buy signal in the next session and the move lower into the 

end of the week therefore came as no real surprise. 

With the oscillators also showing a bullish reversal in momentum and an uptrend intact, I have seen 

no obvious reason for a change of opinion just yet and, whilst there was a Demark sell signal on 

Tuesday, the price action did not back that up at the time. 

The move lower has since continued to close below the 1.3971 support yesterday and the price 

action still has not left a sell signal to warrant a short, with 1.3002 the next level of note. 
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U.S. 10yr     Uptrend intact     Daily Chart 

As with the 2 yr the bullish Inside Day candle of 16th suggested a move lower (for yields) from that 

close, as well as a downtrend intact above, so I suggested using that candle as a trigger to add to 

longs at the time. 

There was also a Demark buy signal on this daily chart at the same time which added to my 

conviction that a further move lower (in yields) was the most likely scenario. 

The uptrend held over the FOMC and the move lower from there tested the support at 1.6357, where 

I suggested taking a little profit at the time. I said in my last note that I expected an acceleration of the 

move lower on a failure of 1.6357 and that has proved the case, with the next level of note down at 

1.379. 
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SX7E: I recommended as a short in my MOC email of 16th September following the bearish ‘Inside 

Day’ candle at the 200 day MA in that session and the sector has since sold off from there as 

expected. It rallied off its 50 day MA and 83.97 support last week and I used the Hammer in that 

session to take some profit but still saw no reason to be long and was looking to add once again 

should I see a good entry point. Wednesdays’ engulfing candle was that trigger and suggested a 

resumption of the mower lower from there. Whilst the move stalled yesterday the resulting Spinning 

Top was more a sign of indecision than a buy signal. 

On a relative basis (vs SXXP) the sector remains in a downtrend so I still see no reason to be 

overweight whilst that is the case. 
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SXAP left two bearish Shooting Stars around the top side of its downtrend channel ahead of the ECB 

which backed up the Demark sell signal at the time and suggested a move lower from there. The 

oscillators also show a reversal in momentum and the sector finally started to move lower from the 

trend line last week, taking it back below its blue 200 day MA. I suggested reducing shorts following 

the bullish Hammer last Wednesday but was looking to add once again should it fail to break back 

above that 200 day. Wednesdays’ engulfing candle suggested a resumption of the move lower and 

there is scope for plenty more downside until the lower side of the channel is reached, but the 

Hammer yesterday should be used as a trigger to take some short term profit. 

Longer term the weekly chart continues to trade below is downward-sloping 200 week MA but still 

needs to break below 403.04 before very bearish top pattern is in place. 
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On a relative basis I previously pointed out that the rally from the lows was nearing a resistance and 

the 200 day MA, which would limit further outperformance, and that the overall trend remained lower. 

The sector turned lower from there as expected following the recent Demark sell signal but has yet to 

make a lower low, which I am keeping an eye on should that develop. 
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Crude     Bullish Hammer and Demark Buy Signal   Daily Chart 

Whilst there is no obvious directional trend I said in my last note that recent price action suggested 

that it would not be wise to be a seller and yesterdays’ rejection of a break below key support at 

51.67 has now left a bullish Hammer. 

That candle, along with a Demark buy signal, suggests a rally from here and I am happy to be long 

as a result. The main resistance area of note is around the 200 day MA so there is scope for around 

7.5% upside until that is reached. 

The longer term weekly is also constructive as it shows the move lower reaching an uptrend, as well 

as the 200 week MA, but a rally into todays’ close is required to leave a bullish Hammer here. 
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SXEP whilst remaining in a downtrend made a low yesterday around the key support at 298.58, from 

where it rallied into the close. The resulting candle was not as bullish as that in Crude but I would not 

be short down here whilst 298.58 is intact as there is scope for further upside until the rally off that 

support reaches the downtrend. 

FP FP I said in last Wednesdays’ note that risk reward was still to the downside whilst the trend was 

intact and the gap lower in that session has since left an Island Reversal pattern, which added weight 

to that view. Whilst this daily chart has yet to offer a buy signal it would be wise to take some profit on 

the move lower following the Hammer in Crude yesterday. 
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SXIP continues to consolidate below key resistance at 305.08 but has yet to move lower as expected 

following the bearish Blended Candle Shooting Star. I have been short below that key resistance, as 

it’s also relevant on the longer term weekly (see below), and the sector has sold off sharply following 

Wednesdays’ engulfing candle. Note however the bullish Hammer at the 200 day MA yesterday 

which I am using to rake short term profit, with a view to adding again into a rally. 

The 305.08 level has proved the rough cap to rallies going back as far as 2007 and the Demark sell 

signal a couple of weeks ago has since been backed up with a couple of bearish Dojis. 
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BTP Future Medium Term    Bullish Break but at resistance   Weekly Chart 

The break above a downtrend channel on this weekly chart back in July left a bullish continuation 

pattern which suggested further upside. That move reached the 146.4 all-time high a few weeks ago, 

which held when tested, but the resulting candle on this weekly chart did not suggest an imminent 

pullback at the time.  

I still can’t see a reason to be short here based solely on this chart and would still look to add to longs 

once again on a weekly close above the 146.4 level.  

However I previously suggested taking some profits on longs around that resistance until such a 

failure and there is now a Demark sell signal which adds weight to that view. 
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SX3P:  Broke below key support at 789.13 this week and I suggested using such a break as a stop 

on longs. The break also left a H&S top pattern on the move below its yellow neckline so I can’t see 

an obvious reason to be long here in absolute terms. 

 

However the sector remains in a relative uptrend and above support so my process does not allow 

me to underweight whilst that is the case. I said recently that I expected a resumption of the recent 

outperformance from that area which has so far proved the case. 
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NESN SE I was also stopped out of my long as the stock broke below support at 105.92 on 

Wednesday. However that close was not by a large enough margin for it to be classed as a ‘clean 

break’ and it regained the level yesterday. I still can’t be short here with any conviction as a result. 

NESN SE also left a Demark buy signal at its relative uptrend suggesting a period of outperformance 

from that trend line. 
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DGE LN I also prefer to err on the long side still whilst the uptrend and 3240.5 support remain intact 

and yesterdays’ inside day’ candle suggests a rally from current levels, despite the close just below 

that support on the previous session. 

The stock is also rallying off its relative uptrend here and managed to break back above its blue 200 

day MA this week. 
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Note that these are short-term views that may differ from the longer-term view. 

Also note that these are general comments about markets and the time frames may not always match your 
investment criteria. As always position sizing is more important than the ideas and levels. 

I always encourage clients to ask for chart views and asset allocation ideas that have been written 
specifically for them and their individual time frames and risk tolerances. 

If you would like to play any of these ideas through derivatives our options desk will be happy to suggest 
strategies. 
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